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numbers 0–20; the alphabet; things in
the classroom; days of the week
VOCABULARY

Lessons 1A–D

Lessons 2A–D

Lessons 5A–D

Lessons 6A–D

Present Simple: positive, negative, questions and short
answers (he/she/it)
REAL WORLD requests and offers

Going out
Reading restaurant adverts
Writing messages (1): an email

Past Simple: be (positive, negative, questions and short
answers); Past Simple: regular and irregular verbs (positive) and Whquestions
REAL WORLD showing interest; asking follow-up questions

A night to remember
Reading a student’s composition
Writing paragraphs (1); connecting words (2): after, when, and then;
a composition
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Past Simple: negative, yes/no questions and short
answers; can/can’t; could/couldn’t
REAL WORLD talking about the news
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places in a town; rooms and things in
a house; shops; things to buy; clothes; plural nouns
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some, any, a

Answer Key

pi –viii
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holiday activities; natural places;
animals; verb patterns (like doing, would like to do, etc.)
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New Year’s resolutions; studying;

collocations
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big and small numbers; things and
places at an airport
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A town by the sea
Reading a tourist brochure; an email
Writing common mistakes; a description of a town or city
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superlatives; Present Perfect: positive and negative;
Have you ever … ? questions and short answers
REAL WORLD at the airport; saying goodbye
GRAMMAR
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The advice page
Reading letters asking for advice
Writing pronouns and possessive adjectives; a letter of advice
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be going to: positive, negative, Wh- and yes/no
questions, short answers; be going to or might
REAL WORLD directions; asking for and giving directions
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Places to go
Reading tourist information
Writing describing places: paragraphs (3); phrases with and without the
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imperatives; should/shouldn’t; questions with like
REAL WORLD talking about health
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Finding a job
Reading job adverts
Writing a formal letter
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infinitive of purpose; comparatives
REAL WORLD deciding what to do
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Renting a flat
Reading adverts for places to live
Writing paragraphs (2); a letter to a friend
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Present Continuous: positive and negative, questions
and short answers; Present Simple or Present Continuous
REAL WORLD talking on the phone
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verb phrases; frequency expressions;
appearance; character; health problems; treatment;
seasons; weather; word building
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Lessons 11A–D

what sales assistants say; what customers say
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work; types of transport; travelling
verbs and phrases; indoor and outdoor activities;
adjectives and adverbs
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there is/there are; How much … ? and How many … ?;
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Text me!
Reading entertainment adverts
Writing messages (2): a text message
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Lessons 8A–D
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All about me
Reading learner profiles
Writing connecting words (1): and, but, because; a learner profile
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the internet; mobile phones and TVs;
past time phrases; verbs from news stories; articles:
a, an and the
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Lessons 7A–D
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adjectives (2); life events; weekend
activities; adjectives (3); adjectives with very, really,
quite, too
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My favourite thing
Reading people’s favourite things
Writing capital letters (2); punctuation; a description of your favourite
thing

Present Simple: positive, negative, Wh- and yes/no
questions, short answers (I/you/we/they); subject and object pronouns
REAL WORLD phrases for special days; talking about days and
dates; suggestions
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free time activities (2); things you like
and don’t like; like/love/hate; food and drink (1) (2);
countable and uncountable nouns
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At the hotel
Reading addresses; hotel registration forms
Writing capital letters (1); addresses; filling in a hotel registration form
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have got: positive and negative, questions and short
answers; possessive ’s
REAL WORLD telling the time; talking about the time; buying tickets
at the cinema
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daily routines; free time activities (1);
time phrases with on, in, at, every; months; dates;
frequency adverbs; word order of frequency adverbs
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Lessons 4A–D
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be: positive, negative, Wh- and yes/no questions, short
answers; subject pronouns and possessive adjectives
REAL WORLD introducing people; asking for personal details
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adjectives (1); adjective word order
and very; family; time words; things in a house;
prepositions of place
VOCABULARY

Lessons 3A–D

REAL WORLD introducing yourself; saying goodbye; classroom
instructions; names
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countries and nationalities; jobs; a and
an; numbers 20–100; personal possessions; plurals;
this, that, these, those
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VOCABULARY

Reading and Writing
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At the airport
Reading airport signs; a postcard
Writing useful phrases for a postcard
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